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Deleuze and Futurism

2014

this book develops ways of discussing musical practices to articulate a new approach to understanding connections between
recordings singers and singing centred around materials from the mid twentieth century this book focuses on a time when
composers and performers were questioning the idea of authorship within their musical practice materials drawn upon include
recordings scores archival content visual art interviews and liner notes to develop a rich conception of practices of
performance analysis of performances include recordings of singers such as cathy berberian linda hirst loré lixenberg angelika
luz and meredith monk compositions by cathy berberian luciano berio john cage and manuel de falla are considered the book
utilizes these sources to examine the collective way in which singers and composers form practices as multiple transforming
emergent and not hierarchical the book articulates with a detailed close consideration of specific instances in recordings and
scores a relational understanding of performance this book will be useful reading for students and scholars of music analysis
musicology performance practice and twentieth century vocal music

Singers, Scores and Sounds

2022-12-30

artwork and stories about queerness the sydney art scene and england in the 80s and 90s

Enough of Your Nonsense

2021-05-10

bruno jasieński was a bilingual polish russian writer who died in exile in siberia in 1939 this volume traces his literary
evolution the introductory biographical sketch is followed by a discussion of jasieński s contribution to polish poetry
specifically the futurist movement which like its parallels in russia and italy revolutionized poetic language an analysis and
evaluation of jasieński s prose work sheds light on the relationship between politics and literature in early twentieth century
poland and russia most of jasieński s novels and short stories were written in the approved soviet tradition of socialist
realism his man changes his skin is considered one of the best soviet industrial novels of the 1930s the author s comprehensive
and skillful treatment of jasieński s literary production the first to appear in english also makes a valuable contribution to
the knowledge of futurism in eastern europe and socialist realism in the soviet union the volume contains numerous quotations
from polish and russian literature both in english translation prepared by the author and in the original it will be of interest
to students of slavic literature comparative literature and the literature of ideology
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Bruno Jasieński

1982

gustav bergmann 1906 1987 was arguably the greatest ontologist of the twentieth century in pursuing the fundamental questions of
first philosophy as deeply as any philosopher of any time in 2006 and 2007 international conferences devoted solely to bergmann
s work were held at the university of iowa in the usa université de provence in france and università degli studi roma tre in
italy the papers in this volume were presented at the first of these conferences in iowa city where bergmann taught for nearly
four decades after escaping from europe following the dissolution of the vienna circle of which he had been the youngest member
there are nine philosophical papers reminiscences of three of his students and a complete bibliography of his published writings

Ontology and Analysis

2013-05-02

the epithet myriad minded which coleridge applied to shakespeare seems to be more eminently applicable to rabindranath tagore
1861 1941 whose long life of eighty years was marked by ceaseless and torrential flow of creativity manifested in the richness
and variety of all kinds of literary forms dance drama music painting and original organizational activities whatever he touched
turned into gold touching the kindred points of heaven and earth he was both a man of action and of contemplation a seer and
also a pioneer in cooperative movement a writer of most profound poems and an author of children s text books including books of
science a nationalist and internationalist a man of royal grandeur like his grandfather a prince and an ascetic like his father
a maharshi he was both a poet and a painter a dramatist and an actor a philosopher and a social reformer an educationist and a
humanist in his philosophy of life the best of the east and that of the west are reconciled into a harmonious whole enriching
the quality and substance of life which he always saw steady and saw it whole his life was marked as much by shakespearean
fecundity as by protean plasticity his inclusive mind aspired after the universal man shining in the glory of creation and joie
de vivre tagore s unfailing faith in man and divinity his concern for women and solicitation for children his sympathy for the
poor and the downtrodden his philosophical speculations and practical wisdom his perception of the zeitgeist and the evolution
of taste all find expression in the all encompassing sweep of his writings in a magnificent synthesis of philosophical
profundity and aesthetic luxuriance with the passage of time tagore has only grown in stature and is now reckoned as an
increasingly significant and complex personality whether seen as a great sentinel or a complete man the finest exponent of the
bengal renaissance or the harbinger of a new age a majestic personality or a deeply scarred individual it is rewarding to
revisit tagore a miracle of literary history in the light of modern criticism the essays included in this volume offer
illuminating insights into various facets of tagore s literary works mind and personality it will be found enjoyable as well as
useful by students scholars and general readers
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Studies on Rabindranath Tagore

2004

an examination of peine fort et dure the coercive medieval punishment for defendants refusing to plead to criminal indictments

Pain, Penance, and Protest

2021-11-18

this book is an essential guide or foundational toolkit for anyone who is involved in the process of developing offering or
selling any type of product or service based on how to surf on the waves of innovation and the principle of form follows
function system architecture it introduces and connects concepts like market understanding design thinking design to value
modularization and agility it introduces readers to the essence of these main frameworks and provides a toolkit that explains
both theoretically and practically when and how to utilize which one the methods and processes described in this book have all
been successfully tested in many industries they apply in today s market context of high uncertainty complexity and turbulence
where innovation and disruption are essential readers will find answers to two fundamental questions how can we implement an
innovation process and environment that are conducive to successful product design and if our products fail to appeal to
customers how can we achieve a major turn around with regard to product development a wealth of examples and case studies help
readers to benefit from the authors broad professional experience further lessons learned and conceptual summaries provide
valuable shortcuts to the methods and tools discussed for today s ceos enabling innovation is one of the most complex leadership
tasks but innovation is not about theory and nice buzzwords it s about succeeding in the real world this hands on book connects
the dots and introduces the reader to some of the most relevant ideas and pragmatic concepts fitting today s business reality dr
robert neuhauser executive vp and global head people and leadership development siemens at the most fundamental level this book
brings order to chaos it sets different and highly relevant design approaches into a complementary picture rather than
presenting them as competing ways of solving the same problem product designers managers consultants scholars and students will
surely have this valuable book within reach on a daily basis olivier l de weck ph d mit professor of aeronautics and
astronautics and engineering systems editor in chief systems engineering

Mastering Disruption and Innovation in Product Management

2018-09-07

one giant step for mankind july 20th 1969 a d from the surface of the moon united states astronaut neal armstrong the
cornucopias of history to present day logs and records are replete replete of endless perpetual ever continuous ravaging
crushing of human skulls beheadings in the countless numbers and annihilations of fellow human beings continue unabated indeed
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the cornucopias of history are replete of savage below wild beast human blood lettings perpetuated upon mantype at the hands of
fellow mentypes of all races the histories of mantype of all races do not record mantype coexisting peacefully sharing of the
harvests of the hunts of the lands waters civilization has demonstrated and proven to be uncivilized brutal torturous pain
instillers conscious void cold blooded murderous since the beginning of mantype s existence not one year has transpired
peacefully reposefully enjoyably tranquilly mr neal armstrong one giant step for mankind sir

Billy Swan Song

2022-02-03

this is an anthology of poetry with one or two prose excerpts which explores the world on nonsense fantasy and satire from the
middle ages to the present day revealing its place in english poetry

The Chatto Book of Nonsense Poetry

1988

this book works through some of the theoretical issues that have been accumulating in informal logic over the past 20 years at
the same time it defines a core position in the theory of argument in which those issues can be further explored the underlying
concern that motivates this work is the health of practice of argumentation as an important cultural artifact a further concern
is for logic as a discipline argumentative and dialectical in nature this book presupposes some awareness of the theory of
argument in recent history and some familiarity with the positions that have been advanced it will be of interest to academics
researchers and advanced undergraduate and graduate students in the disciplines of logic rhetoric linguistics speech
communication english composition and psychology

Manifest Rationality

2012-11-12

a new translation from the original russian manuscript with a new afterword by the translator and a timeline of stalin s life
and works in a period where various revolutionary ideas vied for dominance stalin makes a case against anarchism a significant
rival ideology his critique also underscores the tension between bolsheviks and anarchists during the revolutionary period
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Anarchism or Socialism

1953-01-01

containing footnotes and an extensive bibliography this edition of franz mehring s classic biography is designed to assist the
english speaking reader towards a better understanding of marx his work and a history of marxism the book is divided into parts
as follows early years a pupil of hegel exile in paris friedrich engels exile in brussels revolution and counter revolution
exile in london marx and engels the crimean war and the crisis dynastic changes the early years of the international das kapital
the zenith and decline of the international the last decade

Karl Marx: The Story of His Life

2013-10-16

this is a collection of essays on wittgenstein and wittgensteinian themes that appeared between 1996 and 2019 it is divided into
three parts with a common trajectory laid out in a substantial introduction the first part links meaning necessity and
normativity it defends and modifies wittgenstein s claim that the idea of a grammatical rule holds the key to understanding
linguistic meaning and its connection to necessary truth the second part elucidates the connections between meaning concepts and
thought in wittgenstein and beyond it shows how he laid the grounds for a sound understanding of four contested issues radical
interpretation concepts nonsense and animal minds the third part provides a qualified defence of wittgenstein s controversial
idea that philosophical problems are conceptual and thereby rooted in confusions concerning the meanings of and semantic
relations between linguistic expressions against irrationalist interpretations it demonstrates that wittgenstein s method is
argumentative rather than therapeutic the collection as a whole makes a powerful case for an analytic perspective on
wittgenstein the essays bring out the abiding relevance of wittgenstein s reflections to contemporary debates on central topics
such as the role of normativity the foundations of linguistic meaning the nature of concepts the possibility of animal thought
and the proper methods of philosophy

Normativity, Meaning and Philosophy: Essays on Wittgenstein

2024-04-09

this collection maps the beat generation movement exploring american beat writers alongside parallel movements in other
countries that shared a critique of global capitalism ranging from the immediate post world war ii period and continuing into
the 1990s the essays illustrate beat participation in the global circulation of a poetics of dissent
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The Transnational Beat Generation

2012-03-15

this publication offers for the first time an inter disciplinary and comparative perspective on futurism in a variety of
countries and artistic media 20 scholars discuss how the movement shaped the concept of a cultural avant garde and how it
influenced the development of modernist art and literature around the world

International Futurism in Arts and Literature

2012-10-25

this book explores how humorous depictions of the great war helped to familiarise domesticate and tame the conflict in contrast
to the well known first world war literature that focuses on extraordinary emotional disruption and the extremes of war this
study shows other writers used humour to create a gentle mild amusement drawing on familiar popular genres and forms used before
1914 emily anderson argues that this humorous literature helped to transform the war into quotidian experience based on little
known primary material uncovered through detailed archival research the book focuses on works that while written by celebrated
authors tend not to be placed in the canon of great war literature each chapter examines key examples of literary texts ranging
from short stories and poetry to theatre and periodicals in doing so the book investigates the complex political and social
significance of this tame style of humour

Humour in British First World War Literature

2023-09-11

this work seeks to shed light on one of the most enigmatic masterpieces of twentieth century thought at the heart of eli
friedlander s interpretation is the internal relation between the logical and the ethical in the tractatus a relation that
emerges in the work of drawing the limits of language bearing on the question of the divide between analytic and continental
philosophy this interpretation views wittgenstein s work as a possible mediation between these two central philosophical
traditions of the modern age

Signs of Sense

2009-06-30

this book explores the commonalities between the struggles of the last years around the mediterranean and tries to find the
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cultural roots of this season of protests and activism against repression and a growing systemic crisis who are their main
characters how has mobility of ideas and persons contributed to it why has the mediterranean become the cradle of civil
resistance and how can one make sure that what has begun bears fruit the author discusses how a strategic action of social
movements and activists from both europe and the arab world can build the basis for a grassroots project for integration between
the two shores where mobility is at the core on the one hand mobility of ideas activists men and women of culture and other key
players and trans national strategizing on the other hand challenging the paradigms of visa policies and striving for a space of
safe human mobility as one of the steps of a grassroots mediterranean citizens project providing argument to a new theory of
social mobilization this book will be of interest to scholars of european and arab politics as well as to political activists in
the region

The Political Forms and Figures of Russian Futurism : Manifestos and Media Blitz,
1908-1914 Volume 1

2002

in 1916 as world war i raged around them a group of bohemians gathered at a small nightclub in zurich switzerland for a series
of bizarre performances three readers simultaneously recited a poem in three languages a monocle wearing teenager performed a
spell from new zealand another young man flung bits of papier mâché into the air and glued them into place where they landed one
of these artists called the sessions both buffoonery and a requiem mass soon they would be known by a more evocative name dada
in destruction was my beatrice modernist scholar jed rasula presents the first narrative history of the emergence decline and
legacy of dada showing how this strange artistic phenomenon spread across europe and then the world in the wake of the great war
fundamentally reshaping modern culture in ways we re still struggling to understand today

Citizen Activism and Mediterranean Identity

2016-12-05

the first comprehensive research based attempt to determine what has in fact been achieved by the measures and policies adopted
and to forecast their continuing effects

Destruction Was My Beatrice

2015-06-02

sartor resartus is thomas carlyle s most enduring and influential work first published in serial form in fraser s magazine in
1833 1834 it was discovered by the american transcendentalists sponsored by ralph waldo emerson it was first printed as a book
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in boston in 1836 and immediately became the inspiration for the transcendental movement the first london trade edition was
published in 1838 by the 1840s largely on the strength of sartor resartus carlyle became one of the leading literary figures in
britain sartor resartus became one of the important texts of nineteenth century english literature central to the romantic
movement and victorian culture at the time of carlyle s death in 1881 more than 69 000 copies had been sold the post victorian
influence continued and extends to writers as diverse as virginia woolf and james joyce willa cather and ernest hemingway this
edition of sartor resartus is the first publication of the work that uses all extant versions to create an accurate authorial
text this volume the second in an eight volume series includes a complete textual apparatus as well as a historical introduction
and full critical and explanatory annotation

Uganda Women's Network (UWONET)

1997

a sweeping history of the 1840s manifest destinies captures the enormous sense of possibility that inspired america s growth and
shows how the acquisition of western territories forced the nation to come to grips with the deep fault line that would bring
war in the near future steven e woodworth gives us a portrait of america at its most vibrant and expansive it was a decade in
which the nation significantly enlarged its boundaries taking texas new mexico california and the pacific northwest william
henry harrison ran the first modern populist campaign focusing on entertaining voters rather than on discussing issues
prospectors headed west to search for gold joseph smith founded a new religion railroads and telegraph lines connected the
country s disparate populations as never before when the 1840s dawned americans were feeling optimistic about the future the
population was growing economic conditions were improving and peace had reigned for nearly thirty years a hopeful nation looked
to the west where vast areas of unsettled land seemed to promise prosperity to anyone resourceful enough to take advantage and
yet political tensions roiled below the surface as the country took on new lands slavery emerged as an irreconcilable source of
disagreement between north and south and secession reared its head for the first time rich in detail and full of dramatic events
and fascinating characters manifest destinies is an absorbing and highly entertaining account of a crucial decade that forged a
young nation s character and destiny

State Intervention in British Industry, 1964-68

1970

in the years since his death from alcohol poisoning san francisco renaissance poet jack spicer 1925 1965 has gradually come to
be recognized as one of most intriguing demanding and rewarding of the so called new american poetry poets who were first
published in donald allen s historic anthology of that name this is the first full length critical monograph on his work placing
it in the context not only of the san francisco renaissance and contemporary movements with which spicer dialogued and often
disagreed such as the beats the black mountain poets and the new york school but also of the major modernists from whom his
innovative poetics derived differed and developed informed by much archival material only recently made available the poetry of
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jack spicer examines spicer s post poundian translation projects his crucial theories of the serial poem and inspiration as
dictation his contrarian take on queer poetics his insistently uncanny regionalism and his elaboration of an epistolary poetics
of interpellation and address

Sartor Resartus

2023-12-22

the beginning of the 21st century was a time of unprecedented events in american society y2k 9 11 and the wars that followed
partisan changes in government and the rapid advancements of the internet and mass consumerism in the two decades since popular
culture particularly film has manifested the underlying anxieties of the american psyche this collection of new essays examines
dozens of movies released 1998 2020 and how they drew upon and spoke to mass cultural fears contributors analyze examples across
a range of genres horror teen rom coms military flicks slow burns and animated children s films covering topics including gender
and sexuality environmental politics technophobia xenophobia and class and racial inequality

Manifest Destinies

2010-11-02

manifest now provides a step by step guide with tools techniques and proven strategies to raise your frequency and create the
reality you want this book is designed to guide you through the mental physical and spiritual aspects of manifesting and
creating all that your heart desires you ll learn how to start removing mental and emotional blocks so you can rediscover that
manifesting is your natural birthright you ll feel more confident reconnected and powerful as you turn every page everything in
your life will begin to shift as you begin to realize that you are a conscious creator what s inside release it 10 powerful
techniques you can use on a daily basis to release any mental physical or emotional blocks that hinder your manifesting powers
think it 35 powerful thoughts to keep you energized focused and excited to manifest affirm it 100 affirmations that will help
you start speaking feeling and commanding greatness abundance happiness and financial freedom into your life right now magnetic
money mindset tools that help you discover your purpose tap into your creative genius do what you love and attract financial
freedom along the way begin your journey and watch magical things unfold in your life

Poetry of Jack Spicer

2013-01-17

bringing together previously disparate discussions on criminal responsibility from law psychology and philosophy this book
provides a close study of mental incapacity defences tracing their development through historical cases to the modern era
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Our Fears Made Manifest

2021-02-10

this is a contemporary legal history book for australian law students written in an engaging style and rich with learning
features and illustrations the writers are a unique combination of talents bringing together their fields of research and
teaching in australian history british constitutional history and modern australian law the first part provides the social and
political contexts for legal history in medieval and early modern england and america explaining the english law which came to
australia in 1788 this includes the origins of the common law the growth of the legal profession the making of the magna carta
the english civil wars the bill of rights the american war of independence the second part examines the development of the law
in australia to the present day including the english criminal justice system and convict transportation the role of the privy
council in 19th century indigenous australia in the colonial period the federation movement constitutional independence the 1967
australian referendum and the land rights movement the comprehensive coverage of several centuries is balanced by a dynamic
writing style and tools to guide the student through each chapter including learning outcomes chapter outlines and discussion
points the historical analysis is brought to life by the use of primary documentary evidence such as charters statutes medieval
source books and coke s reports and a series of historical cameos focused studies of notable people and issues from king edward
i and edward coke to henry parkes and eddie mabo and constitutional detours addressing topics such as the separation of powers
judicial review and federalism a legal history for australia is an engaging textbook cogently written and imaginatively
resourced and is supported by a companion website bloomsburyonlineresources com a legal history for australia

Manifest Now

2018-06-26

this book lays out the principles and practices of transformative sustainability education using a relational way of thinking
and being elizabeth a lange advocates for a new approach to environmental and sustainability education that of rethinking the
western way of knowing and being and engendering a frank discussion about the societal elements that are generating climate
environmental economic and social issues highlighting the importance of indigenous and life giving cultures the book covers
educational theory transformation stories of adult learners social and economic critique and visions of changemakers each
chapter also has a strong pedagogical element with entry points for learners and embodied practices and examples of taking
action at micro meso macro levels woven throughout overall this book enacts a relational approach to transformative
sustainability education that draws from post humanist theory process thought relational ontology decolonization theory
indigenous philosophy and a spirituality that builds a sense of sacred towards the living world written in an imaginative
storytelling manner this book will be a great resource for formal and nonformal environmental and sustainability educators
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Manifest Madness

2012-04-19

during the 1840s the united states and england were in conflict over two unsettled territories along the undefined canadian
american border this riveting account of the maine and oregon boundary treaties is brought to life masterfully by professors
howard jones and donald rakestraw the events in this story paved the way for one of the most far reaching developments in
american history the age of expansion the united states gradually came to believe in manifest destiny the irreversible expansion
of the states across the continent the country s success with england in resolving the two territorial disputes marked the dawn
of this new era complicating the u s english situation in the 1840s was a border conflict brewing with mexico failure to resolve
the disputes with england might have led the united states to war with two nations at once careful negotiations led to
settlements with england instead of war but the united states went to war with mexico from 1846 to 1848 prologue to manifest
destiny offers a rare detailed look at the tense anglo american relationship during the 1840s and the two agreements reached
regarding the land in the northeast and the northwest presidents john tyler and james polk and the robust master of diplomacy
daniel webster were among the american actors who played center stage in the drama as well as britain s lord ashburton who
worked closely with webster to keep the turbulent conflict over the northeast territory from escalating into war this gripping
frontier story will fascinate as it educates prologue to manifest destiny is perfect for courses in american history
international relations and diplomatic history

A Legal History for Australia

2021-07-29

lewis and clark hunker down for the winter and all is calm until old enemies emerge from the fog as their fortified walls are
overrun the corps of discovery have a front row seat to the american dream gone mad collects manifest destiny 25 30

Transformative Sustainability Education

2023-03-28

winner of the 2011 newbery award the movement of the train rocked me like a lullaby i closed my eyes to the dusty countryside
and imagined the sign i d seen only in gideon s stories manifest a town with a rich past and a bright future abilene tucker
feels abandoned her father has put her on a train sending her off to live with an old friend for the summer while he works a
railroad job armed only with a few possessions and her list of universals abilene jumps off the train in manifest kansas aiming
to learn about the boy her father once was having heard stories about manifest abilene is disappointed to find that it s just a
dried up worn out old town but her disappointment quickly turns to excitement when she discovers a hidden cigar box full of
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mementos including some old letters that mention a spy known as the rattler these mysterious letters send abilene and her new
friends lettie and ruthanne on an honest to goodness spy hunt even though they are warned to leave well enough alone abilene
throws all caution aside when she heads down the mysterious path to perdition to pay a debt to the reclusive miss sadie a
diviner who only tells stories from the past it seems that manifest s history is full of colorful and shadowy characters and
long held secrets the more abilene hears the more determined she is to learn just what role her father played in that history
and as manifest s secrets are laid bare one by one abilene begins to weave her own story into the fabric of the town powerful in
its simplicity and rich in historical detail clare vanderpool s debut is a gripping story of loss and redemption

Prologue to Manifest Destiny

1997

why have democratic governments failed to take serious steps to reduce carbon emissions despite dire warnings and compelling
evidence of the profound and growing threat posed by global warming most of the writing on global warming is by scientists
academics environmentalists and journalists kevin taft a former leader of the opposition in alberta brings a fresh perspective
through the insight he gained as an elected politician who had an insider s eyewitness view of the role of the oil industry his
answer in brief the oil industry has captured key democratic institutions in both alberta and ottawa taft begins his book with a
perceptive observer s account of a recent court casein ottawa which laid bare the tactics and techniques of the industry its
insiders and lobbyists he casts dramatic new light on exactly how corporate lobbyists politicians bureaucrats universities and
other organizations are working together to pursue the oil industry s agenda he offers a brisk tour of the recent work of
scholars who have developed the concepts of the deep state and institutional capture to understand how one rich industry can
override the public interest taft views global warming and weakened democracy as two symptoms of the same problem the loss of
democratic institutions to corporate influence and control he sees citizen engagement and direct action by the public as the
only response that can unravel big oil s deep state

Manifest Destiny Vol. 5: Mnemophobia & Chronophobia

2017-09-06

this unique collection looks at analytic philosophy in its historical context prominent philosophers discuss key figures
including russell and wittgenstein methods and results in analytic philosophy to present its story this volume assesses the
challenge posed by changing cultural and philosophical trends and movements

Moon Over Manifest

2010-10-12
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offering an alternative exploration of the subject marxism in dark times anchors its investigation of marxism in the conceptual
spheres of humanism democracy and pluralism its essays question the stereotyped positivist notion of the theory as practised by
the exponents of official marxism highlight the legacy of the suppressed voices in the marxist tradition and provide new
insights into reading marxism in the twenty first century affording new perspectives on antonio gramsci rosa luxemburg nikolai
bukharin david ryazanov and the frankfurt school they seek to review the phenomenon of perestroika explore the new
historiography on comintern and examine the relation between marxism and postmodernism with its wide ranging provision of
materials some translated here into english from german and russian for the first time this collection offers a pioneering
english assessment of some of the most debatable issues in contemporary marxism

The Mystery Hid from Ages and Generations, Made Manifest by the Gospel-revelation

1784

Oil's Deep State

2017-10-06

The senior devle, by Elijer Goff

1886

Still to Decide

1972

The Story of Analytic Philosophy

2002-01-31
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Marxism in Dark Times

2013-10-15
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